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ATOMIC SPA SUISSE
Press Release
The new Wellness Center by 
Architect Simone Micheli established 
in the Milan Exedra Hotel which is part of 
the Boscolo Hotels chain 

Architectural interior planning: Architect Simone Micheli
Lights Planning: Architect Simone Micheli 
Customer: Boscolo Hotels
Year of the plan: 2009
Year of construction: 2009
Location : Exedra - Milan
Measurement in square metres: 500
Photography: Jürgen Eheim

Le mille bolle blu (The thousand blue bubbles)

“Following several meetings with Angelo Boscolo he asked me once again to create a work capable of
touching  emotions and involving people, of overwhelming consciousness, of stimulating mind and
body perceptions, that is how the idea of Milan Exedra came along. The architectural interior Aria I
composed for Angelo and his enlightened family aims at bringing the visitor in a almost subliminal way
to another dimension which is surreal, metaphysical, unlikely and capable of  converting experience into
active memory. In this wrapped space man is  placed in a counter-reality which enables him to
rediscover himself and to establish a new body and mind balance. All the ingredients contained in this
signs ensemble such as light, materials and colours make it a destabilising symbol which underlines the
new relationship among man and space, man and time, and  man and present-future.” 
Simone Micheli

“...tu non ci crederai ma vedo le mille bolle blu e vanno leggere, vanno si rincorrono, salgono scendono
per il ciel. [...] le mille bolle blu [...] tra mille bolle blu che danzano su grappoli di nuvole, dentro a me le
arpe suonano [...] impazzisco di gioia se vedo passeggiar nel vento le mille bolle blu...” Mina.

“...I know You will not believe me but I can see thousand blue bubbles and they wander weightless, they
chase each other,they climb up and down the sky. [...]the thousand blue bubbles [...]Among thousand
blue bubbles dancing over clusters of clouds while harps are playing music inside my soul [..] My heart
leaps up each time I behold the thousand blue bubbles wandering in the wind...” Mina.

This work triggers a sense of heady emotional dizziness in the visitor, it is destined to become a
milestone as for future international wellness centers. This is the result of  architecture inside the
architecture which enables the users to enter a unique 3D multisensorial dimension. This is a 3D
manifesto resulting from a possible and conscious union among architecture, sensoriality, wellness,
from the synergy among highly effective basic furniture, plasitc and fluid shapes and the personal
experience of the guest walking in this place surrounded by a dreamlike scenario.This is an interactive,
hybrid, breathtaking and iconoclastic place where all features are distinctive as witnessed by the
reception area, passages, men's and  women's changing rooms,treatment cabins,“humid” area with
sauna, turkish bath, showers,ice maker, relax area and by the large swimming pool sporting multiple
water effects and hydromassage jets. All the above mentioned features aim at accompanying the visitor
on this dreamlike trip by lulling and involving him.This space posseses its  personal identity
indipendently of the hotel. The reception desk which is perfectly white and shiny gives us a warm
welcome thanks to the multicoulour backlighting and round shapes, it introduces us to the future world,
the new enchanted world we are approaching by chasing a dreamlike and visionary Alice in
Wonderland. A round porthole which represents an eye on the future whispers us to get ready for a new
experience , to raise our emotional antennas and prepare ourselves to perceive new and unpredictable
sensations. From the full lenght window which separates this area from the relax area we can glimpse
through the screen printings a breathtaking display of lights and reflects, an outstanding array of plastic
surfaces which strikes our senses and make them vibrating in awe. In the same way  as an expert film
director  can convert experience into memory by increasing wait and desire following an ascending
climax by means of a narrative rhythm pattern,Architect Simone Micheli diverts our attention from the



sight of the incomplete central space in order to draw our attention along a long and narrow passage,
a sort of emotional ascent towards the edge of sensory experience. This amazing trip is accompanied
by luminous  floating  windows where products are exhibited on one side,while on the other side the
acidated glass entrance doors of the treatment cabins are located. Treatment cabins sport simple, soft
and rigorous furniture which benefits from the lighting and colour effects resulting from a targeted and
thorough white and multicolour LED lighting. This environment is highly inspiring and relaxing , the Prun
stone flooring,the sink cabinet  and the white shiny shelves feature sober and elegant tones. The taps,
graphics on the entrance doors, the door handles and the doors of the large wall closet coming in acid
green in order to shed new light on the environment by making it more playful, share the same accurate
finish forming a unique complete independent body. This results in creating a macroenvironment
surrounded by unique, distinctive microevents which play a crucial role in the whole creation process.
At the end of the passage just past the changing rooms soon after a few stairs featuring blue LEDs we
enter into the heart of the wellness center. The mirror bubbles, the macroscopic plastic chromium plated
“melted metal” drops hang from the ceiling and shine. As soon as these rarefied drops fulfilled their task
of accompanying the visitor in the same way as champagne bubbles going up the neck of the bottle,
they thicken, they increase in number. As we approach the large swimming pool which metaphorically
represents the origin of the lively explosion they  converge into a sudden burst of sparkling bubbles. The
big sinuous trees having long swaying arms which seem to float in the air searching for a melting
embrace  form a Pantagruelian Ring a Ring o' Roses of phytomorphic souls by means of evocative
reflects of the drops on the ceiling. All this creates a kaleidoscopic dreamlike scenery enabling the
visitor to enjoy a deep, unique sensory experience. Two circular skylights resembling two big eyes are
located  in the roofing and they  push their way through thousand bubbles in order to illuminate almost
in a sacred way the swimming pool surface barely rippled by the water effects and by the hydromassage
bench. A big shower head enriched with blue LEDS highlights and tree-columns that weave their
branches and lean towards the light complete the swimming pool space array. This space is suspended
and its naiveity emerges from the walls semishiny resinifications, the large expanded polypropylene
animated columns and the white pearl mosaic lining in the swimming pool. A ten meter macroprojection
which covers a whole wall creates a constantly changeable virtual landscape. Six soft sinuous soft
monolithic filled couches are located on the Prun stone floor of the Relax area ,five are single couches
and one is a double couch. All couches are made up of white ecoleather and designed by Architect
Simone Micheli. Four sensory showers are located in the area detached from the relax area which
reaches the interior part of the swimming pool. Two showers are warm and two are cold, they are
shielded by a full lengh belevel window, the former are marked by red LEDS while the latter are marked
by blue LEDS. The ice maker is located in a cavity of one of the big central trees,it features a big circular
hole in the external column surface which can be an effective light source as well. The sauna and turkish
bath rooms are entirely mirror lined in order to the set the perfect background for the central core of this
amazing place by reflecting its content, pushing back boundaries and increasing its evocative power.
The two windows which seem to float  in mid air represent the only way to see the interior of the two
rooms. The all cedar lathe lined sauna sports a long bench, three cylindrical seats,essential convenient
and evocative furniture as the statement with cedar letters on the clear walls. On the other hand the
turkish bath boasts a all white pearl mosaic lining. The seats are made up of  white solid surface and
they are illuminated from below by multicolour lights. A special sensory cabin is located near the relax
area and the swimming pool. This sensory cabin represents an authentic independent and self–reliant
core, it appears circular in the plan. It is entirely covered with reflecting melted metal drops and sports
two treatments couches in addition to a gigantic frame capable of focusing on those who stay behind
the glass and of providing new ways of perception thanks to multicolour light installed all over the area.
This wellness center is the result of a thorough search in composition and creative techniques focused
on a personal, intimistic and hypercomtemporary synthesis. It has its foundations in Van de Velde
studies, in particular his obsessive care in defining architectural space and in Gropius Total Architecture
aiming at finding a coordination capable of integrating art with trade, artistic creation with industrial
production.



Technical features:

Furniture, sculpture frameworks and accessories, swimming pool, turkish bath and sauna (design by
Simone Micheli): Mioblu Special Wellness
Materials for some furniture: Samsung – Staron© Hauser Italia
Taps: St Rubinetterie
Relax bed (design by Simone Micheli): Adrenalina
Lights: iGuzzini Illuminazione - Logica
Sanitary fittings: Simas Acqua Space
Flooring: Pietra della Lessinia
Realization of the fitness center logo: MPI

ADRENALINA 
P.O. BOX 99 
47841 Cattolica (RN) - Italy 
Tel. +39 0721 208372 
Fax +39 0721 209923 
adrenalina@adrenalina.it 
www.adrenalina.it

iGuzzini illuminazione 
Via Mariano Guzzini, 37 
62019 Recanati (MC) - Italy 
Tel. +39 071 75881 
Fax +39 071 7588295 
iguzzini@iguzzini.it 
www.iguzzini.com

LOGICA
Via Guardia del Consiglio, 29
47899 Serravalle - Republic of San Marino
Tel. +39 0549 901188
Fax +39 0549 900612
marinocristal@marinocristal.com
www.marinocristal.com

MIOBLU SPECIAL WELLNESS 
Via Salieri,7 
40024 Castel San Pietro Terme (BO) - Italy
Tel. + 39 051 948758 
Fax + 39 051 941442 
info@mioblu.it 
www.mioblu.it

MPI exhibitions & outdoor
Via Montegrappa, 40/25
20020 Arese (MI) - Italy
Tel. +39 02 93586563
Fax +39 02 93870319
Info: Donatella Galli
Cell. +39 348 3532173
donatella@mpisrl.com

PIETRA DELLA LESSINIA
Via Pezze, 56
37020 Fane (VR) - Italy
Tel. +39 045 75255528
Fax +39 045 7525468
info@pietradellalessinia.com
www.pietradellalessinia.com



SAMSUNG-STARON®, 
distribuito da Hauser Italia 
Hauser Italia 
Via industria, 122 
61100 Pesaro (PU) - Italy
Tel. +39 0721 910392 
Fax +39 0721 489617 
info@hauseritalia.com 
info@staron.it 
www.staron.it 

SIMAS ACQUA SPACE
Via Falerina Km 3
01033 Civita Castellana (VT) - Italy
Tel. +39 0761 518161
Fax +39 0761 517897
simas@simas.it
www.simas.it

ST RUBINETTERIE 
Via A. Di Dio, 199 
28877 Ornavasso (VB) - Italy 
Tel. +39 0323 837158 
Fax +39 0323 836133 
strubinetterie@strubinetterie.it 
www.strubinetterie.it

Manager of the wellness center:

B. L. E. W. - SPA SUISSE
Piazzale alla valle 4
6850 Mendrisio - Switzerland
Tel. +41 793767362
network@blewgroup.com
www.blewgroup.com
www.spasuisse.com



Biography of Architect Simone Micheli

Simone Micheli is a university contract professor for the University of Architecture in Florence and for the
Polytechnic of Design in Milan. He founded the architectural studio with his name in 1990 and the Design
Company “Simone Micheli Architectural Hero” in 2003. The purchaser who chooses the Architect Simone
Micheli will have the chance to be in contact with a single qualified team-member to follow an integrated
external-internal design process, which starts from the architecture and spreads through the diffusion of
communication with in the world created by every realized projects. The Architect’s creations, sustainable
and with particular attention to the environment, have a strong identity and uniqueness. His multiple
realizations for public administrations and prestigious private customers, in the residential and community
sectors, make him one of the main actors in the European planning field. There are many books and
publications in international journals devoted to his work. He exhibited at the Biennale of Venice, in the
Architecture sector. He has been curator of thematic “contract” exhibitions and not only for the most
important sector international Fairs. He represents the italian interior design taking part at theXXX Congreso
Colombiano de Arquitectura a Baranquilla - Colombia and at Contract World Congress 2008 of Hannover  –
Germany; in 2008 he has signed the event called “La casa italiana” for ICE and Verona Fiere in collaboration
with Abitare il Tempo - Acropoli, at the MuBE (Brazilian Museum of Sculpture) in San Paolo- Brazil; the same
event will be present next year in Mexico City and in Montery in Mexico. Among his recent awards we
include: the “Best Interior Design” and the “Best Apartment Italy” with the project “Golfo Gabella Lake
Resort” for the developer Sist Group at Maccagno on Lago Maggiore, for the competition “Homes Overseas
Award 2007” – London (international award to the best developments of real estate residential in the world);
the International Media Prize 2008 – Shenzhen (category “Annual public spaces grand award”), with the
project New Urban Face for the province and municipality of Milan, winner of the International Design Award
2008 – Los Angeles as “Interior Designer of the year”. The works in the contract and domestic field of the
society Simone Micheli Architectural Hero (head office in Florence and Milan) consist of: architecture, interior
design, design, visual design and communication.
For the consultation of his works, please visit the web site: www.simonemicheli.com

PRESS OFFICE Simone Micheli Architectural Hero
Laura Piccioli staff47@simonemicheli.com +39 (0)55 691216
simonemicheli.com
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